This paper discusses formal interactor models, a class of abstractions for modelling user interface software that incorporate elements of its structure. The Abstraction-DisplayController (ADC) interactor model is one such abstraction which draws on research into user interface architectures and on earlier approaches to the formal specification of user interfaces. The ADC interactor model is specified formally using the LOTOS specification language. As a concept and as a representation scheme the ADC interactor model applies both to the user interface as a whole and also to its components. This property is preserved when interactors are combined to describe more complex entities or, conversely, when an interactor is decomposed into smaller scale interactors. The paper includes a discussion of the ADC model and its use for the verification of user interface software.
Introduction
This paper investigates the application of formal methods for the design, specification and verification of interactive systems. For many, the formal specification of the user interface is an overformalisation, e.g., Bowen and Hinchey (1995) . Research in the application of formal methods to the study of Human-Computer Interaction has challenged this contention producing elegant abstractions of usability related properties, e.g., see Dix (1991) . It is argued hereby that the practical application of formal techniques requires that interactive systems be modelled at an intermediate level of abstraction which is relevant to the concerns of the software developer Such models are generically termed interactor models and they are examined here as formal architectural abstractions for interactive software. This paper provides an exposition of an interactor model and of its properties, it examines some of the trade-offs involved in defining a formal architectural model, the limitations of the approach and the most pressing research questions which arise for this field of research.
The interactor model discussed in this paper builds on research into user interface architectures and on earlier approaches to the formal specification of user interfaces. Section 2 provides an overview of the related work. Research in software architectures has provided a wealth of abstractions for user interface software, which have been tested in practice for their validity and their relevance to the concerns of the software developers. Research in the application of formal methods to the study of human computer interaction is presented selectively, illustrating a progression from abstract models of interactive systems to interactor models. Abstract models of interactive systems are models with minimal commitment to the internal structure of interactive systems which afford expressions of design intuitions pertaining to their usability. It has been an important objective of the research reported in this paper to attain formulations of these design intuitions at the more concrete level of description supported by interactors.
Section 3 presents the Abstraction-Display-Controller (ADC) interactor model and its formal interpretation in LOTOS. It is argued that the specification of ADC interactors in LOTOS encourages the modularity and re-use of specification components. A summary of some theoretical results regarding the composition of complex interface specifications from elementary interactors illustrate how ADC formalises desirable properties of architectural models.
Section 4 discusses the verification of user interface software in the framework of the ADC interactor covering a wide range of topics: usability related properties deriving from research in abstract models, dialogue verification and, finally, a conceptual and formal framework for assessing user interfaces against task specifications. The final section of the paper takes a critical view on this research and discusses what further steps must be taken to ensure that interactor models contribute usefully to the design of interactive systems.
Models of user interface software

ARCHITECTURES FOR USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE
'...The architecture of a software system defines that system in terms of computational components and interactions among those components... ' Shaw and Garlan (1996) .
Architectural styles (Shaw and Garlan 1996) or models (Cockton 1990 ) are abstractions of architectures which embody design knowledge pertaining to the structure of a particular class of systems and, ideally, they 'package' this knowledge and encourage its re-use. They are generic descriptions which may be instantiated to derive concrete architectures. This instantiation may be supported by software tools, in which case they are implementation architecture models, or quite simply, it may be supported by a set of heuristics or conceptual aids for designing an architecture or directly a software system, in which case they are conceptual architecture models. This section examines software architecture models specific to interactive systems.
Following the influential Seeheim model (Green 1985) most software architectures for interactive systems support the functional partitioning of interactive software, which distinguishes three different components: the application-specific functionality, the dialogue structure of interaction and the presentation of the interface. These components may be separated in layers, as was the case with the Seeheim model, or they may be constituent components for objects in an object-based architecture. Object-based architectures model the interface software as a composition of cooperating objects. This has several advantages concerning iterative design, support for distributed applications and support for multi-thread dialogues. The model-view-controller (MVC) model (Krasner and Pope 1988) is such an implementation architecture model which emphasises the independence of its model from the view-controller pairs. A single model may have many viewcontroller pairs as 'dependants', as shown in figure 1. The controller handles user input and modifies its model via a method call. The model may receive input from any other object in the system via a method call. When its value changes it notifies all its dependants that it has changed and it is up to them to update themselves accordingly. (Coutaz 1987 ) structures the interface system as a composition of PAC agents, but does not prescribe a particular communication and control mechanism.
An influential conceptual architecture model is the Presentation-Abstraction-Controller (PAC) model by Coutaz (1987) , which structures an interactive system as a hierarchical composition of PAC triads; the hierarchical organisation of these triads is illustrated in figure 2 . The controller component maintains the consistency between its corresponding presentation and abstraction, implements data flow and data transformation between PAC triads and specifies dialogue information. Recent developments of PAC have incorporated it within a layered architecture for multi-modal systems and also within a distributed systems architecture for modelling multi-user applications (Coutaz 1997) .
The Abstraction-Link-View model (ALV) is an implementation architecture model supported by the Rendezvous User Interface Management System (Hill, Brinck, Rohall, Patterson and Wilner 1994) . Multiple view-objects may be linked to the same abstraction-object (figure 3) and multiple abstraction-objects may be accessed by the same view-object. The ALV model supports distinct composition hierarchies for the abstraction and the view objects. The view hierarchy resembles closely the geometrical containment hierarchy of the displayed objects. Links maintain consistency between the values held in the objects and maintain constraints between the tree structures (figure 3). The links may also be organised in a tree structure themselves. Inter-object communication is implicitly specified in the constraints. This can be contrasted with the MVC architecture, where each View-Controller notifies its model of changes and each model keeps a list of its dependants. Coutaz (1997) identifies the need to formalise user interface architecture to help communicate clearly definition of concepts that normally rely on intuitions and shared knowledge between software engineers. This paper takes a symmetric, but consistent, point of view: formal abstractions of interactive software must model the software architecture to render the formal specification and verification of interactive software a valid and useful tool for software designers. However, the ADC interactor discussed in the later sections does not formalise any particular software architecture, thus avoiding platform or language dependent elements of these models. Rather, ADC formalises some common traits of the architectures discussed here resulting in a more abstract model: ADC supports an object-based description of the interactive system at an architectural level of detail, it defines Figure 3 . Composition of interactive objects in ALV: Abstraction and view objects are composed hierarchically and links are drawn across the two composition hierarchies (Hill 1994) .
objects with a similar functionality partitioning as the architectures discussed in this section and it formalises the composition of interactors within a process algebraic framework. The purpose of ADC is also very different to the architectural models discussed above. ADC is primarily descriptive; it describes how user interface software is structured rather than constrain how it should be structured and it is intended for the analysis of the specified interactive system.
THE ROLE OF FORMALITY
The motivation for using formal specifications in interactive system design is to operationalise scientific and craft knowledge about human computer interaction. This motivation, has remained a constant throughout the development of the research field, but the perceived role of formality has shifted significantly in the last ten years. Traditionally, the envisaged role of a formal method is to describe the essence of a system function without premature commitment to implementation considerations. The underlying philosophy is that by sound engineering principles and rigorous reasoning, usable and effective systems may be designed by an almost mechanical process of refinement or transformation of specifications (Harrison and Dix 1990) . Took (1990) suggests that design should be specification-centred as opposed to specification-driven. Duke and Harrison (1994) refine this view and characterise the role of the specification as integrative: it brings together contributions originating from different perspectives and allows the developer to check their consistency and, possibly, to identify issues which require further consideration. However, they also point out that usability claims cannot be made within a formal system alone; the use of formal properties in rigorous software development does not guarantee that the result will be a usable system. Claims about usability must be validated by means other than formal verification. Further, they experienced difficulty in trying to communicate formal specifications to designers not accustomed to formal methods.
Research in formal methods is increasingly leaning towards the view that formal methods are a supplementary and not a replacement for techniques and methods practised in software development (Bowen and Stavridou 1993) . Rather than dictating new methods and processes for software development formal methods researchers should attempt to find out how their methods and tools may help within currently established practice (Holloway and Butler 1996) . Consequently the design of an interactive system should not be driven by a formal method but may use it as a means of representing designs and assessing decisions. A formal specification notation is good for a specific job and for a well defined scope of the problem domain. Not all design decisions but, in fact, just a few may be based on the formal specification. Here, as in Markopoulos (1997) , formal methods are explored as a potentially useful tool for the design of user interfaces which should not constrain the design process. Fields, Merriam and Dearden (1997) take this argument a step further suggesting interactive systems design need not centre around the use of formal models. Rather, they suggest that models of system, user, domain, etc., should be recruited on a per need basis, and can be both formal and informal, complementing each other without necessarily being integrated by reference to a common formal, conceptual or methodological framework.
This perception of the role of formality suggests the type of research pursued. Formal refinement is not an important concern in user interface design. Rather, to verify interface specifications and to reduce the cost of formalisation are important priorities. Significant gains can be expected by the use of a standard specification language, existing tool support, by the modularity and re-use of specifications. Also, an important consideration is to relate interface specifications to other modelling approaches in human computer interaction. . The PIE and red-PIE models (Dix 1991) . Arrows represent mappings between sets.
ABSTRACT MODELS OF INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS
Generative user engineering principles (GUEPS), proposed by Thimbleby (1984) , aimed to capture design heuristics or principles for the design of usable interactive systems, to convey them to practitioners through both a formal and an informal description and to use them generatively as design constraints. Canonical instances of these principles are predictability, i.e. the possibility to infer the future behaviour of an interactive computer system from its current state, observability, the possibility to infer the internal workings of an interactive system by observing its display, etc. Abstract system models of interactive systems, (for short abstract models), were developed in an effort to formalise GUEPS in a manner general to all interactive systems. A well known and documented abstract model is the PIE model (Dix, 1991) discussed below in brief.
The PIE model describes an interactive system as a 'black box' to which input is given and of which output may be observed. The model relates user programs P, which are sequences of commands, to the effects E they have, via an interpretation function I:P∅E, (see figure 4) . The effects may refer to the display, the entire information managed by the interactive system, etc. Properties of interaction are expressed abstractly in terms of relations between these components, without referring to any internal representation of the system. The PIE model affords concise definitions of concepts such as the predictability of the system, reachability properties, undoing commands, non-determinism, etc. For example, a system can be characterised as predictable if for any two programs p and q that have the same effect, then also their extension by the same program r will have the same effect:
PIE has been extended to the red-PIE model to represent the relationship between the display (what the user sees) and the result (what the user wants to achieve through interacting with the system). The red-PIE model includes the definition of a mapping result from the effect space to the result space R and a mapping display to the display space D (see figure 4) . A system is called observable if two programs that produce identical displays also produce identical results: :
Observability describes the theoretical feasibility of observing the state of a system rather than the user's ability to perceive and process this information. This caveat applies also to predictability and to similar expressions of usability related system-properties discussed throughout this paper.
While the PIE family of models has exercised significant influence on later formal models of interactive systems it is very hard to apply in practice. PIE gives an unstructured description of the interface which does not portray adequately the structure of the interaction, or a constructive definition of the state of the user interface. The directedness of PIE does not portray how the interpretation function I is sensitive to the display contents D, which is an essential aspect of graphical user interfaces. Further, as is pointed out by Dix and Abowd (1996) , PIE is not compositional, i.e. it does not help write specifications of interactive systems as compositions of smaller PIE descriptions. The need arises for a constructive model that will allow the description of the user interface as a composition of formally specified autonomous units. This need has prompted the development of the interactor models discussed in the next section.
THE CONCEPT OF AN INTERACTOR
Interactors are abstractions which are used to model interactive systems as compositions of independent entities. Faconti (1993) defines an interactor as:
'...an entity of an interactive system capable of reacting to external stimuli; it is capable of both input and output by translating data from a higher level of abstraction to a lower level of abstraction and vice versa.'
This definition considers the user interface as a layered composition of interactors which mediates between a user and the functional core of an interactive system. Each layer of interactors (or a single interactor) distinguishes two levels of abstraction for the data flowing between the user and the functional core. The input functionality of the interactor is to raise the abstraction level of the data it receives and the reverse holds for output which is communicated to the user. The distinction between interactors and abstract models is the constructivity which helps build complex specifications as compositions of smaller scale ones. An interactor model becomes a useful engineering tool once it is easy to use, describe and understand, if it encourages the systematic re-use of specifications and if it provides sufficient analytical leverage for the verification of interactive system designs.
The term interactor has been used also to refer to implementation constructs by Myers (1990) . In the context of user interface software architecture the term interactor refers to objects which are characterised by a display function and, in general, support both input and output. While they did not use the term 'interactor', the object triplets of the MVC (Krasner and Pope 1988) and the ALV (Hill et al 1994) models discussed above support the notion of an interactor as an implementation construct. The PAC model (Coutaz 1987) supports this notion at a conceptual level. Dearden and Harrison (1997) describe the trade-off among the operationality of a model, its expressiveness and its re-usability. They define operationality as the degree to which a model supports the application of the design knowledge it encapsulates and expressiveness as its ability to support the expression of salient interaction characteristics. They relate this trade-off to the abstraction level of a formal model. Abstract models, they argue, are not sufficiently expressive although they are reusable precisely because of their abstractness. Their application requires craft knowledge on the part of the designer in choosing appropriate abstractions and in deciding the appropriate set of principles to apply to a system model. Thus, argue Dearden and Harrison, PIE models are not operational. Specifications of a particular application are not re-usable although they can be operational and expressive. Dearden and Harrison (1997) recommend models at an intermediate abstraction level which are generic for a particular class of systems. Their model of interactive case memories is such a model. By the same token interactor models are seen here as generic abstractions for a whole range of systems and the exposition below concerns mostly graphical user interfaces. Like abstract models interactors are expressive and re-usable. The architectural nature of the model makes the choice of abstractions more straight-forward than in abstract models: interactors correspond directly to the architectural entities they model. Sections 3 and 4 argue that the ADC model affords the expressions of interaction properties and facilitates their application for constructive and analytical use.
DIALOGUE VERIFICATION
Conventionally the term dialogue is interpreted as the syntactic structure of the interaction that a given system supports. Examples of dialogue properties are: deadlock freedom (the interface does not terminate because of an inconsistent dialogue specification), completeness (all intended and plausible interactions of the user with the interface included in some requirements specification are specified behaviours of the UI), determinism (a user action in a given context has only one possible outcome) and general reachability, (the possibility and ease of reaching a target state, or set of states, from an initial state, or set of states). In object-based interface architectures the dialogue is encoded partly in each object and partly in the way the objects are composed together. This holds for interactor-based specifications too so the question that arises is when and how can interactor specifications be used as dialogue specifications.
Results concerning the automatic verification of dialogue properties are surprisingly scarce. Olsen, Monk and Curry (1995) describe techniques for dialogue verification but have not implemented the required verification tools. Probably the most powerful and practically applicable approach to the verification of formally specified dialogue is reported by Paternó (1993 Paternó ( , 1997 who makes use of existing model-checking technology (Bouali, Gnesi and Larosa 1994) . In the framework of the interactor model of Paternó and Faconti (1992) user interfaces are specified in LOTOS and dialogue properties are specified using an action-based temporal logic. When it is feasible, theoretically and practically, a finite interpretation of the LOTOS specification is produced and the dialogue properties are verified against this interpretation with the aid of a model checking tool. The modeller must classify interaction events, for example, as input, output, error messages, task completion events, etc., and these 'event-class descriptions' can be used to specify generic dialogue properties. An example of such a property is eventual feedback, i.e., a user input action shall (eventually) generate feedback:
This expression can be interpreted as follows. Always (operator AG), from the state following a user input, there exists (operator E) a sequence of events which lead up to an event output. This sequence of events is specified by the formula tt tt U output tt. For example, if the user input is a mouse button click and the output is highlighting of the interactor, then AG[click] E(tt tt U highlight tt) verifies that the specified interactor gives feedback eventually when it is clicked. The designer must instantiate the generic formula in this manner and use model checking tools to verify that a design specification verifies it. Another interesting property is that the press of a button will not be ignored, i.e. an appropriate event notify will be sent to the application AG [user_input] E(tt tt U notify tt). A practical limitation of this approach is that the designer needs an in-depth understanding of the LOTOS specification of the user interface and the temporal logic formulation of the dialogue properties. Section 4 examines some alternatives, but the main contribution of interactors is that they classify interaction events, helping actualise generic dialogue specifications in terms of the interface architecture and thus they guide the designer in expressing and applying dialogue requirements. are enabled/disabled by the CU. The direction (inwards or outwards pointing arrow) and the side of a gate in the diagram illustrate its role. The role can be dinp for graphical input, i.e. input whose meaning is sensitive to the display content, dout for graphical output, ainp for non graphical input, e.g., some value sent by the application or some other interactor, aout for non-graphical output, e.g., some value sent from the interactor to the application or to another interactor, and c for control interactions. Roles classify gates with respect to their purpose, so that they are treated accordingly in the formal specification or in an implementation. For example, an interaction on a dout gate will update the display state but should not affect the abstraction state. A graphical input, e.g., from a pointing device, will have an effect on both the display state -because of some instantaneous feedback -and to the abstraction state, e.g., by interpreting the effect of pointing. A user interface can be modelled as a composition of interactors. For example figure 6 shows a static list of strings which is displayed as a two-dimensional array on a window. Two slider interactors allow the displayed portion of the list to be scrolled in two dimensions. Each slider receives interactions and display coordinates from its display side (notionally from a pointing device), provides feedback directly on its display and interprets its input to instruct the list interactor to scroll (suppose this is achieved by passing some integer value indicating the amount and the direction of scrolling). The layout specification will describe that the sliders are adjacent to the right and bottom edges of the list interactor. The dialogue specification must specify that they are all 'active' together and the sequencing of interactions across the three interactors, e.g., whether the position of the slider is updated before or after the contents of the list, etc. Small-scale interactive components can themselves be thought of as interactors, e.g., the sliders above, buttons, menus, etc. The model applies to higher level entities as well, in which case the abstraction level of input and output operations is correspondingly greater. For example, an interactor can represent a text editor. An interaction by the user may be, say, to select the name of a file to edit and the output may be an on-screen representation of the file contents. The file selection may be supported by an interactor like the scrollable list of figure 6, but the text-editor can abstract away from this level of detail.
Clearly, the ADC model emphasises the architectural elements of the interactor: its gates, their role, their grouping to sides, the separate treatment of dialogue and data modelling and the composition of interactors to form complex interface specifications. As mentioned already, there is an intentional similarity to the informally defined software architectures discussed in section 2. Compared to those ADC is more abstract in that it does not prescribe a particular configuration for composing interactors, e.g., a tree structure, and it abstracts away from the mechanism by which display and abstraction data are kept consistent within a single interactor. It is unwieldy to capture all diverse aspects of interface software within a single all-encompassing formal model, e.g., layout, display content and properties, dialogue, etc. The formal interpretation of the ADC interactor in the LOTOS formal specification language (ISO 1989 ) is discussed in the remainder of the paper. This formal model focuses on the architectural, the dialogue and the data flow aspects of the user interface.
FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF ADC INTERACTORS
In general, an ADC interactor is specified in LOTOS as a process formed by the parallel composition (denoted as |[...]|) of processes ADU and CU:
The ADU is a process which has three state parameters (listed in round brackets) modelling its abstraction, the next display and the current display respectively. The ADU interacts with its environment through a set of input-output gates G io . Interactions on these gates invoke operations to read or modify the state parameters. These operations are specified in a dedicated data type, the Abstraction-Display data type (AD). Process CU specifies the temporal ordering of interactions on the gates of the interactor, i.e. its local dialogue. The CU synchronises with the ADU at gates G io but also offers interactions on a gate-set G c .
The signature for the generic data type AD is as follows: The sorts abs and disp describe the state parameters, dInpData describes input arriving at the display side (gate dinp), aInpData describes input arriving at the abstraction side (gate ainp), and aOutData describes data which is sent to the 'clients' of the interactor. Operations input and echo describe the interpretation of graphical input to update the abstraction and the display sorts of the interactor. Graphical input is given a special treatment because its interpretation is sensitive to the current content of the display. This sensitivity is modelled syntactically by using the current display contents as an argument of operations input and echo. Operations receive and render describe the interpretation of non-graphical input. Operation result is an interpretation or inquiry operation that calculates a value which will be sent to other interactors or to the functional core. An abstract data type associated with a particular interactor will have custom identifiers for its sorts and operations. In general, the data type AD can have a variable number of sorts and for each sort a variable number of operations of the above categories, depending on the gates and the sort of data communicated over a gate. Thus, for each sort of graphical input a pair of operations similar to input and echo have to be defined. The equations part of the data type AD describe the relationship between the abstraction and the display sorts and the semantics of the operations specified. The signature of AD defines for all ADC interactors a classification of the data it manages and of the operations upon the data. It is not necessary to specify an operation called 'input', 'echo', etc., in all data types associated with the interactors. Rather, there is a commitment that all operations have the purpose and syntax of the operations defined here. This defines a consistent specification style for the data types associated with all ADC interactors.
The operations of data type AD are linked to interactions by the ADU. At any instance the ADU offers a choice (denoted by the choice operator []) between interactions on any of its gates. With each interaction, the ADU instantiates itself recursively and modifies its state parameters by applying the corresponding operations upon them. For brevity, in the specification extracts below '...' replaces a gate list where this is obvious from the context. Process ADU has two state parameters holding values of sort disp. The parameter ds holds the current state of the display, i.e. the last value output on the display from gate dout. The parameter dc is the computed display which the interactor will output on the next interaction on gate dout. The ADU does not necessarily output its most recently calculated display, so parameter ds is necessary to maintain a separate record of the value of the display that is used to interpret all arriving user input. The ADU maps interactions on its gates to appropriate operations of the ADU, so that the operations correspond to the role of each gate. For example, if there are several graphical input gates, e.g. press, click, point, then the ADU will apply for each an input and an echo operation to update the abstraction and the display. The CU can be any LOTOS process which synchronises with the ADU and which does not have any state parameters to read and store data.
The specification of these components is introduced here with the specification of a simple slider. The slider is a canonical example for introducing a new model (see for example Zave and Jackson 1993) because it exhibits aspects of direct manipulation and a clear distinction between the abstraction and the display representations. Clearly, the slider example is only meant to introduce the ADC model; the sections that follow examine the composition and the level of abstraction for modelling interactors, which are important issues for scaling up their use.
The reader who is interested in larger scale specification examples can refer to Markopoulos (1996 Markopoulos ( , 1997 which report the specification of the graphical interface to a small but significant multimedia application, as the composition of 13 interactors. Figure 7 illustrates a typical slider interactor modelled as an ADC interactor. The slider provides random access to an indexed set of data, e.g., a sequence of characters, or static images composing a movie. It is easier to specify sldr_ad in a modular fashion; the index is specified as an abstract data type boundedVal and its graphical presentation is specified by the data type sliderBar. These data types are specified in the appendix for completeness, and are combined by data type sldr_ad: The ADU of the example has three input gates on the display side where press, move and release mouse events are input. These interactions are associated with the input of a point, which is used as an argument by operations input and echo. The value returned by operation result is output on gate send. The computed value of the display is output on gate output. The CU for the interactor sldr is process sldrCU defined below by the synchronous composition of partial constraints of its behaviour. These are defined as distinct processes which describe the sequencing of interactions which effect clicking, dragging, input and instant feedback respectively: The example shows some of the advantages of using LOTOS. Process sldrCU is written as a parallel composition expression of processes which can be thought of as elementary constraints upon the interactions specified. Independent constraints are combined with the interleaving operator which means that the corresponding temporal orderings are related by logical disjunction. Constraints upon the occurrence of interactions at a particular gate are conjuncted by the synchronisation of the corresponding processes over that gate. The consistent use of this technique, is called the constraint oriented specification style (Vissers, Scollo, van Sinderen, Brinksma 1991) which affords increased modularity and re-usability of the specification components. The constraints combined by sldrCU are specified as follows: For example, process drag specifies that after an interaction press, repeated mouse movement is possible, which is interrupted by an interaction release. The interruption of repeat[move] is specified with the disable operator [>. Markopoulos (1997) discusses the generality and re-usability of such elementary constraints. Input constraints like click, drag, repeat can be re-used in different contexts. For a total of 13 interactors composed in the case study of Markopoulos (1996) , there were four input constraints which were re-used in various combinations. Other behaviours commonly encountered, for example, continuous feedback, toggles, triggering behaviours, etc., were identified during the case study and specified also as elementary constraints. Re-use is achieved by actualising the constraint formal gate parameters with the appropriate gate identifiers for each context and by combining the appropriate elementary constraints as necessary for each interactor specification.
An important consideration in developing the ADC model has been to help writing, reading and managing specifications of user interface software. This is achieved first by using a standard specification language with a wide user base, rich documentation and tool support. The formalisation of the ADC model describes a standardised style of writing and composing specifications rather than a syntactic or semantic extension of the language which would be incompatible with the international standard (ISO1989). Interactors are specified by instantiating the ADC interactor model and the individually required adaptations are restricted to localised parts of the interactor specification: the equations component of the data type, the problem-specific data types composed by the data type AD (like data type boundedVal and sliderBar of the example), and the constraints component. On the other hand, the mapping between the dynamic component of the specification and the data specification component is described by the ADU in a standard way. While this does not reduce the expressiveness of the specification language, it results in a consistent specification style which, arguably, is easier to write and to understand than unstructured LOTOS. The reuse of formal specifications can be supported at various levels: individual interactors or composite interactors can be re-used in different design contexts, lower level components of interactors like data type specifications and dialogue constraints can be re-used for the definition of new interactors. Markopoulos (1997) examined also parameterisation as a means of reusing common temporal behaviour specifications, i.e. starting, stopping, suspending, resuming and aborting the interactor. The ADC model helps identify and organise such behaviours and further practical applications of the model should help compile a richer taxonomy of their specifications. A synchronisation gate g G may be assigned different roles for each of the two interactors, which can be one of dinp, dout, ainp, aout and c (see section 3.1). When two gates synchronise over a common gate a different type of connection is obtained for each combination of roles, e.g., (dinp, dout).
Interactors ADC A and ADC B are not distinguished here so a connection type is symmetric, e.g., the same type of connection corresponds to the combinations (dinp, dout) and (dout, dinp). The range of all possible connection types is examined below (see also figure 8):
(a) Connection type (dinp, dinp). Both interactors receive data synchronously from their display side. An example is a multiple selection of icons which are 'dragged'. In this case the mouse position is read by both interactors.
(b) Connection type (ainp, dinp). The two interactors are also synchronised consumers of data. In this case though, the input arrives at the abstraction side for interactor A which interprets the input data independently of the display. (e) Connection type (c, dinp). The controller unit of interactor A constrains the input on the display side of interactor B. This can specify a mode, e.g., a keyboard modifier, where interactor A models the keyboard. Interactor B receives input at gate dinp only when interactor A synchronises with it, which will be only when the appropriate key is pressed.
(f) Connection type (ainp, ainp) . In this case also, the two interactors are synchronous consumers. Consider, for example, that the interactors for the array of strings and the two sliders can be resized following a menu command. One possible approach to modelling their composition is that they receive new screen coordinates synchronously at their abstraction sides.
(g) Connection type (dout, ainp). Data is sent from the display side of B to the abstraction side of A. This could be an example of a graphics-output pipeline, where each interactor manages one transformation of the graphics data structures.
(h) Connection type (aout, ainp). A value is communicated from A to B. For example, the slider of figure 7 may compute a numeric value which it then sends to other interactors as input on their abstraction side. For example, a slider could help select from an ordered sequence of data elements by using this number as the offset of the selected element.
(i-l) Connection types (c, ainp), (c, dout), (c, aout) and (c,c). In these cases the controller of interactor A constrains and is constrained by, a gate of interactor B. This is similar to type (e) above, where interactions on the common gate must satisfy the conjunction of constraints specified by the CUs of the two interactors.
(m-o) Connection types (aout, dout), (dout, dout) and (aout, aout) concern pairs of interactors which synchronise over common output gates. These can be useful for modelling multi-modal output where different output modalities synchronise, e.g., sound and video output. In the next section, it is discussed how ruling out these cases ensures that a deadlock can be effected only by inconsistent dialogues and not by inconsistent data values. This will ensure that the dynamic behaviour is not specified implicitly by the composition of two ADUs and so the composition of two interactors can be transformed to an equivalent ADC interactor specification. However, there is no inherent reason for which connections (m-o) must be ruled out.
The choice operator [] can be used to specify alternative interactions. Consider, for example, a set of interactors for drawing different shapes on a drawing package invoked by some interactor supporting logical disjunction, e.g., a palette or a set of radio buttons. The alternative interactors can be related by the choice operator and their composition can be synchronised with the 'palette' interactor for their initialisation. The disable operator [> can help specify interruption. For example, the interruption of a task supported by an interactor, e.g., a dialogue box, can be modelled by composing this interactor with an 'ok' or a 'cancel' button using the disable operator of LOTOS. Choice and disable are potentially useful constructs for specifying human-computer dialogues, such as the dynamic deactivation of interactors, or in conjunction with the parallel operators for describing the dynamic activation of interactors. However, the combination of dynamic composition operators with parallel composition expressions can result in non-finite interpretations of the specification which makes verification intractable (Paternó 1997) .
Consider the list interactor of figure 6. The list interactor is specified as the composition of its ADU and CU components (where L, SL are initial values for the state parameters): The composition of the list and the slider interactor is specified as follows (where formal gate parameters have been actualised).
sldr [press, move, release, output, fromContainer, send] |[send, fromContainer]| lst [click, output, fromContainer, send] Note that both interactors may receive input from their container synchronously (connection type f), while sldr sends its result to lst via gate send (connection type h).
The discussion so far shows how LOTOS operators can be used to combine interactor specifications into more complex interface specifications. Markopoulos (1997) LOTOS process algebra operators. The asynchronous communication of information to many interactors requires the introduction of a special connector component specified abstractly below as eventQ. Its use as in table 1 aims to free the producer and the consumers of data from constraints they would otherwise impose on each other because of the synchronicity of LOTOS. The behaviour expression below suggests that some data x received on a gate g is communicated on all of the gates g 1 ,..,g n in any order. Note, that this abstract definition for the event distribution scheme introduces a very high degree of parallelism into the specification. The LOTOS operators and the connectors discussed are useful constructs for applying the ADC model to the formal specification of a graphical user interface; see Markopoulos (1996 Markopoulos ( , 1997 . They are specific to the formal framework in which the interactor model is represented. When using the ADC model as an informal design notation the exact communication mechanism between interactors need not be specified precisely, (cf. Markopoulos, Papatzanis, Johnson and Rowson 1998). Graham (1997) interprets the ADC interactor model as an implementation architecture in the Java programming language. Java supports asynchronous communication between objects, so data flow and control communications pose different problems for their representation. Thus, depending on the representation framework (formal, informal, programming language) a different set of connectors is required. A constant concern in all these cases is to maintain the independence of an interactor description from its context of use.
At this point it is worth reflecting upon the tension between modelling event and status phenomena discussed by Dix and Abowd (1996) . Events are momentary while status refers to a persistent state which can be sampled at any moment. Dix and Abowd discriminate models of interactive software by whether they model input and output as events or status. While the ADC model is an 'event-in and event-out' model, the state parameters a, dc and ds of the ADC interactor describe status and interactions can be associated with data input and output. The equations component of the AD data type can describe relationships between the abstraction and the display. However, when specifying compositions of interactors it is not possible to specify directly relationships between state components across the two interactors. Specifying such constraints is cumbersome and introduces an implementation bias in an event-based model. This is not a disadvantage altogether, particularly when describing the user interface architecture. Dix and Abowd advocate modelling status input and output and invariants relating them. This affords concise and abstract specifications of statusstatus relationships between interactors. However, it can lead to specifications which assume an 'infinitely fast' constraint satisfaction mechanism to maintain relationships across interactors which may even reside on distributed machines (Dix 1991) . Most of the limitations of event-in/event-out models that Dix and Abowd identify can be addressed with a judicious choice of abstraction level and scope of interactor description. As a rule of thumb, the relationship between two state components is easier to model inside a single ADC interactor. The organisation of interactors into layers can shield higher level interactors from inappropriate detail. 
SYNTHESIS AND DECOMPOSITION OF ADC INTERACTORS
LOTOS behaviour expressions specifying the composition of interactors can be operands in more complex behaviour expressions. It is desirable that the resulting expressions can themselves be interpreted as ADC interactors. This is useful for determining notions such as the role of each gate, the type of connections, to instantiate generic constraints and expressions of interaction requirements. define the formal transformations of composition expressions to ADC interactor specifications. The relevant discussion can be summarised in the form of the following theorems.
Theorem 1. Synthesis of synchronous composition expressions.
A behaviour expression which specifies the synchronous composition of two ADC interactor specifications ADC A and ADC B over a gate-set G, such that G , can be rewritten as a strongly equivalent ADC interactor. The CU of the resulting interactor is formed by the parallel composition of the two component CUs over the gate-set G and its ADU is formed by the parallel composition of the component ADUs over a gate-set:
where the gate-sets for interactors ADC A and ADC B are indicated accordingly ( figure 9 ). This rewriting, termed synthesis, preserves strong bisimulation equivalence (Millner 1989) , denoted by ~.
Å Because of condition synthesis does not apply to interactors which synchronise on their output gates. This ensures that the dialogue is not specified by the data component of an interface specification but it means that synthesis does not apply to the specification of the fusion of output by two interactors. Markopoulos (1997) shows that the right-hand side of the above equivalence specifies an ADC interactor for which the roles of its gates are re-defined as follows:
The construction of G 1 ensures that no synchronisation between ADU and CU is introduced by the rewriting transformation. This theorem can be simplified for the case of interleaving where G = _:
In the case of full synchronisation, where G and provided that , the equation may be simplified to the following form:
Theorem 2. Synthesis of dynamic composition expressions.
The composition of two ADC interactor specifications with a dynamic composition operator, i.e. choice [] or disable [>, can be rewritten as a strongly equivalent ADC interactor. The CU of this interactor is a behaviour expression which combines the two component CUs with the same dynamic operator. The ADU of the compound interactor is formed by the interleaved composition of the two component ADUs. The roles of the gates are preserved in the compound interactor.
where is either [] or [> and
Consider, the scrollable list of section 3.2 which was specified by the synchronous composition of the interactors lst and sldr. By applying the synthesis transformation this composition can be rewritten as a single interactor whose ADU and CU are specified as below: Markopoulos (1997) discusses synthesis in combination with the hiding operator of LOTOS, and defines decomposition as a formal transformation which is the reverse of synthesis. Hiding internal detail is an important tool in scaling up specifications. Decomposition takes as input an interactor expression and results in a LOTOS behaviour expression combining two interactors. Decomposition is a useful complement to synthesis and is also necessary for the stepwise refinement of interactor specifications. Markopoulos (1997) proposes an algorithmic solution to the decomposition problem for the cases where the interface is specified using the constraint oriented style (Vissers et al 1991) .
Analytical use of the ADC formal interactor model
This section discusses the specification and verification of usability related properties in the context of the ADC interactor model. These properties are discussed in three parts: interpretations of predictability and observability related properties in the framework of the ADC interactor model, dialogue verification and the specification and verification of user task requirements.
PREDICTABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY
Following the discussion on abstract models, in section 2.3, the formal expression of predictability and observability properties requires the formalisation of two notions: the instantaneous 'state' and the distinct 'views' of an interactive system, one reflecting its internal workings and the other reflecting its observation through a display. In the process algebraic framework of LOTOS, the state of a process corresponds to a behaviour expression that describes its future behaviour. Thus, comparing states amounts to comparing behaviour expressions, for example, they may be strong observational equivalent, weak observational equivalent, etc., (see, e.g., Millner 1989 , de Nicola 1989 .
Let P denote a behaviour expression describing an interactor. P may offer to its environment a set of interactions, denoted as out(P). To specify only the interactions offered on a set of gates G, out G (P) is defined as:
where the relation _ g denotes that there is an observable transition labelled by g from P to the behaviour described by the right hand side of the relation; valueSet(g) denotes the set of possible values that may be associated with interactions on gate g. For a variable declaration g?x:s, where s is some sort identifier, let valueSet(g) include all possible values of this sort. Otherwise, it may contain a single value that is output on gate g, by some value declaration g!v.
Similarity of Interactors. An interactor may be associated with multiple result operations. For each gate g G aout a single interaction g!result(A) is offered, where A is the abstraction held by the interactor. Similarly the interactor outputs its display state D on the display side as: dout!D. Two interactors P and Q (or two behaviour expressions describing two states of the same interactor) are called abstraction-similar (display-similar) when they are defined with identical gate-sets G aout (respectively G dout ) and when they output the same values on those. To exclude the contrived case where no events are offered on a gate, the clause is added that these sets should not be empty.
Abstraction-side and Display-side behaviours of an interactor. Interactors are characterised by the behaviour they exhibit when observed from the abstraction or the display sides. The abstraction-side behaviour of the interactor is observed by interaction at gates G aout and G ainp . The display-side behaviour is observed at gates G dinp and G dout . They are described by the pseudo-LOTOS expressions:
Abstraction and Display Equivalence. Two interactors P and Q (or two behaviour expressions describing two states of the same interactor) are called abstraction equivalent if their abstraction-side behaviours are observationally equivalent, i.e. A P ♠A Q . They will be called display equivalent when their display-side behaviours are observationally equivalent, i.e. D P ♠D Q .
The meaning of these definitions depends on the equivalence relation ♠ they stipulate. The choice between equivalence relations for processes is a contentious issue, cf. de Nicola (1989) , which, in the present context, impinges on the ability of humans to tell apart interactive behaviours and to detect and interpret differences of the display contents. Without wishing to postulate a theory of user cognition, weak observational equivalence is used here as it distinguishes processes only with respect to observable interactions with their environment and its verification is supported by model checking tools, e.g., Fernandez, Garavel, Mounier, Rasse, Rodriguez and Sifakis (1992) .
These definitions are used in table 1 which is a summative classification of observability and predictability properties results comparable to an earlier classification by Abowd (1992) . Consider, for example, the first row of table 2. An interactor is called display predictable, if the similarity of two instances of its display implies that they are also display equivalent. In other words, the display status of the interactor determines its display-side behaviour. A symmetrical definition of result predictability can be written as in row 2 of table 2. Table 2 . Expressions of predictability and observability properties.
Display Predictability
The shaded rows of the table describe observability related properties. Each formal expression has two 'legs' which correspond to a static and a dynamic aspect of the requirement. For example, consider an electronic messaging application that operates in the background, while the user is engaged in unrelated tasks. The user is alerted to the arrival of a new message by an icon being superimposed on the display. Consider also a user who from a change of the display infers that the state of the messaging application has changed. When the display has not changed, i.e. there is no icon on the screen, the user infers that no new message has arrived. A system for which the implication holds warrants the second inference but not the first, so it is called statically honest. A system that displays a message-arrival icon without reason is still statically honest. An interface that satisfies the dynamic honesty requirement
will correct this problem. On the other, hand a system that does not display the icon when a message arrives is dynamically honest but not statically honest. Clearly, true honesty should require both conditions to hold. Therefore, observability properties require a logical equivalence between the predicates they relate.
Unfortunately, these definitions are too strong. For example, a closer look shows that no reasonable ADC interactor can be display predictable. By the definition of the model, the display does not change until an output event takes place. Let the state S represent all possible states which an interactor can reach starting from its initial state. Immediately before and immediately after any input action on the display side, similarity is maintained:
However, the display behaviour after such an interaction does normally change, as a result of the input action. For the interactor to be predictable, the display side behaviour should never change:
Clearly this cannot be true for any useful interactive system, as this would mean that user interactions do not influence the behaviour of the system as it is observed from the display. This problem arises because an event-based formalism is used to model status, a concept better described by a state-based formalism. The required relationship between the display status and its future behaviour breaks down between an input and an output interaction. Dix (1991) questions the feasibility of abstractions that model input and output by events and suggests that an 'interactivity condition' should be applied, i.e., that an output follows all input. This condition can be enforced trivially as a temporal constraint on the ADC interactor like the instant feedback constraint of section 3.1 but it does not solve the problem. Rather, the similarity predicate should only apply to a subset of the states of the interactor, say, to states that may precede an input. This will ensure that the relevant properties hold whenever the user is able to influence the behaviour of an interactor. Therefore the similarity predicate is defined now as follows:
Unfortunately, the utility of these formal expressions is hard to demonstrate. Verification by hand or by model checking of these properties depends very much on the judicious choice of abstraction level and on crafting the data types used so that they produce finite sets of values. This can be quite hard if the specification addresses non trivial interaction. It is easier to detect when these properties do not hold (cf. Markopoulos 1997) . Currently, the properties of table 2 are more aptly thought of as heuristics which have found a lucid expression through abstract models but are not readily applicable for the practical verification interactive systems. Further development of the ADC interactor model could produce examples and specification styles for the data type component of the interactor that would facilitate the practical verification of these properties.
DIALOGUE VERIFICATION
Dialogue verification is revisited here in the context of the ADC interactor. By the definition of the ADC formal interactor model the dialogue specification of a single interactor is solely and exclusively modelled by the CU. Given a group of interactors, a CU which describes the combined dialogue specification may be factored out by a repeated application of the synthesis transformation described in theorems 1 and 2. Even when the designed architecture does not involve a separable dialogue component, synthesis enables the designer to obtain a separate model of the interaction dialogue. The roles of the ADC interactor gates provide a classification of interaction events, which facilitates the instantiation of generic dialogue properties as discussed in section 2.5. In general, an appropriate classification of interactions will allow the verification of dialogue requirements external to the interface model, e.g. relating to task action sequencing, erroneous behaviour, etc., .
For example, consider the slider interactor of section 3.2. The specification of eventual feedback (as in section 2.5) for an event press can be instantiated as follows:
AG[press] E(tt tt U output tt)
A complex configuration can be transformed, by synthesis, to a single interactor. During synthesis the role of the gates is redefined (see section 3.4). As a result, the formal specification of dialogue properties is the same for a simple interactor as it is for a compound interactor, and their instantiation does not require an in-depth examination of the architectural configuration of the interface.
A practical alternative for dialogue verification is to specify dialogue properties directly as LOTOS specifications. These dialogue specifications are identical to those used inside the CU of the interactor so the same set of processes can be used for both purposes, e.g., they could be taken from some 'library' of pre-defined specification components. In this case however they are compared against a whole interface specification. This approach to verification is supported by the CADP toolset by (Fernandez et al 1992) . For example, the LOTOS process below specifies that an occurrence of an input on the display side is followed by the occurrence of an output before another input is allowed. An output event is still allowed to happen without a prior input event.
To verify that a press event must be followed eventually by an output event, the interactor list is compared to process feedback. For this comparison all actions that are not input or output on the display side are 'hidden', since they do not concern this property. The list interactor can then be compared to the feedback property with respect to weak observational equivalence (Millner 1989): hide (G -{press, output}) in P(sldrCU) _ feedback [press,output] Weak observational equivalence is chosen because it is recognised that each interactor may exhibit internal behaviour which is ignored and because all actions apart from dinp and dout are hidden. The hiding means that the property holds even if the feedback is not offered immediately after the input event. This equivalence describes the same dialogue property as the logic formula above.
The ADC interactor provides a conceptual framework for specifying and verifying dialogue properties. Interactors prompt the expression of dialogue properties in terms of architectural constructs, here the gates of the interactors and their roles. LOTOS is very well equipped to define action succession properties and safety properties. ACTL is certainly more concise. The higher level ACTL constructs, e.g., AG (always), [dinp]φ, etc., are quite powerful constructs that some people may find more intuitive than a process algebraic description. Both approaches require a good understanding of the formalisms and a careful interpretation of the specifications written. Similarly, in practice, both approaches rely on the use of general-purpose verification tools. As more powerful and usable tools are developed, model checking technology could aid user interface designers to analyse formal specifications of their designs.
FORMALISING THE CORRESPONDENCE OF TASK AND INTERFACE ACTION SEQUENCING
Dialogue verification techniques may help verify an interface model with respect to user task requirements. For example, Paternó (1993 Paternó ( , 1997 associates the occurrence of a particular event with the successful completion of a task and uses model checking to verify that this event can occur as a result of the user interacting with the specified interface. Olsen et al (1995) propose a state-based dialogue model and associate some dialogue states with the successful completion of a user task. The reachability of these states is considered as an indication that the task is possible to achieve with the specified interface. This section examines, a more comprehensive comparison of a user interface model with a task model which formalises some intuitions underlying task-based design.
Task-based design approaches, e.g., ADEPT (Wilson and Johnson 1996) and MUSE (Lim and Long 1994) , use task models prescriptively to inform the design of a user interface. Wilson and Johnson (1996) describe some heuristics which guide the progression from a task model to an interface design. For example, they suggest that task actions, which are elementary components of task activity in their task model, should be mapped to commands that the user will issue to the system. Also, they argue, the interface should not violate task sequencing knowledge, i.e. it should not force the users to perform their tasks in a different order than that of the task model.
Most task models used in task-based design approaches describe the decomposition of tasks to subtasks and the temporal ordering associated with the execution of these subtasks. Decomposition and temporal ordering are straight forward to specify with a process algebra; see for example , Markopoulos, Wilson and Johnson (1994) . Omitting the details of the specification style for task models, it is assumed here that both the task model (TM) and the interface model (IM) are specified as LOTOS processes.
The general idea of relating tasks to interface models is illustrated in figure 10 . Tasks and interfaces may be modelled at a range of abstraction levels, i.e. with a different granularity of elementary interactions. The actual designation of abstraction levels is not particularly important in the current context and there does not need to be a one-to-one correspondence between the abstraction levels indicated for tasks and interactors. At one abstraction-level task actions describing physical interaction, perception and elementary motor movements by the user can be related directly to interactions with physical input devices. At another level of abstraction for the user interface, individual actions refer to abstractions of application functionality. Using Moran's (1983) Figure 10 . A framework for relating task and interface representations. Task and interface models at a given level of abstraction implicitly assume the operation of lower level entities.
higher level tasks which describe the intentions of the user are characterised as external, while tasks which pertain to knowledge about the operation of the user interface are named internal. Levels of abstraction of user interface software are designated here according to the Seeheim model (Green 1985) . Interaction may involve all levels of abstraction concurrently, where tasks and interactors at each level of abstraction rely on those of lower levels of abstraction. Rather than trying to model or prescribe this layered view of interaction, task-based design defines a particular level of abstraction at which it draws direct mappings from the task to the interface model. Note that the framework illustrated at figure 10 does not aim to model the psychological processes taking place as interaction unfolds, in contrast, e.g., to the interaction framework discussed by Blandford, Harrison and Barnard (1995) . The objective here is to model the cognitive mappings of task knowledge to interface behaviour at various levels of abstraction. The framework does not imply a particular design process nor a standard set of abstraction levels through which the design should proceed.
The abstraction level at which task representations can be related directly to the interface design is determined by the task analysis. For example, the actions of an interactor which models the cursor of a text editing program may be at too low a level to correspond to the users' knowledge of actions in the task of writing an article. In contrast, the task action of moving to the end of a document might be mapped to dragging a slider bar.
Let TM be a LOTOS process modelling the task model, IM a process modelling the interface model and G the set of gates over which the interactions with the interface are observed. Interactions on other gates of the IM can be considered as 'internal detail' which is not directly of concern for the comparison with the task knowledge model. The behaviour of the interface which is related to the task representation is then described by the following:
Let A be all task actions that have a direct correspondence to interface actions. The correspondence of task actions to the actions of the interface model can be represented by a mapping R:A G. Some task actions may not correspond directly to an interaction. For example, they may represent user knowledge of decisions or actions which are not supported by the interface. The interface model should not support corresponding interactions, however these actions are significant in describing task sequencing.
a Some task actions may pertain to system specific tasks such as navigating through displays or getting into an appropriate mode of interaction. A different task requirement results if these interactions are modelled explicitly or not. If they are abstracted away from, the task model is described independently of the tools that support the task. The corresponding interactions must be considered as internal detail of the interface model when this is verified with respect to the task. When such interactions are modelled explicitly in the interface model they must also be modelled in the task model, and the comparison of the two models assesses whether the interaction dialogue hinders or supports the task sequencing described in the task model. In this discussion it is assumed that the task model incorporates task actions necessary to interact with the interface modelled by IM G , and the mapping R is surjective. The task model is renamed using the mapping R, so it is represented as TM R =TM[R(A)]. The following definition is adapted from Brinksma (1989) . The notation employed for discussing traces of processes is explained in appendix 9.2.
Conformance of behaviour expressions. Let Q 1 and Q 2 be two processes and let L be the set of all possible actions for all processes. Q 1 conf Q 2 if
This expression is read as follows: If Q 1 can perform some trace σ and then behave like a process Q 1 ' and if Q 2 can perform the same trace σ and then behave like Q 2 ', then the following conditions are required: whenever Q 1 ' refuses to perform an action α from a set A then Q 2 ' must also refuse every action in A. In other words, Q 1 conf Q 2 means that testing the traces of Q 2 against the process Q 1 will not lead to deadlocks that could not occur with the same tests performed with Q 2 itself.
Recalling the requirement on task sequencing mentioned earlier, it can be said more formally that an interface, that behaves as IM, will not reach an impasse when performing a task, as described in TM, when it is possible to support a mapping of task actions A to interactions on gates G of the interface, as defined by R so that: IM G conf TM R . Conformance is not symmetrical and is sensitive to the nondeterminism that results from the hidden internal behaviour of the interactive system. Primarily it requires from the interface model that all task action sequences specified in the task model are supported by IM, but it does not limit the interface to the tasks described by the task model.
The conformance relationship can be tested. This means that a set of tests can be defined which can assess whether an implementation (here the interface model) conforms to a given specification (here the task model). Brinksma (1989) has shown that a formal specification of this set of tests, called the canonical tester, exists for every LOTOS process specification. Testing compares systems with respect to their response to a set of finite sequences of interactions with the environment, the tests. Formal testing will compare a specification, e.g., of the interface, against processes specifying the tests. A formally specified test suite can be expanded and refined with implementation constructs during the development of an interactive system. A realisation of a formally specified test suite may be used to test an implementation, possibly with the involvement of users. Testing can thus link the formal specification of interfaces and tasks with other stages of the development of the user interface. A small set of tests may reveal interesting problems with an interface design and can focus the attention of the designer on the behaviours required by the task model.
The example below demonstrates how an interface design may be tested against a task knowledge model. The task, which is fabricated for the purposes of the discussion concerns the typesetting of a small text, e.g., a party invitation, which has already been composed with a word processor. An imaginary user experiments with the typesetting, i.e. changing the fonts, letter sizes, column layouts, margins, etc. For brevity, the task description is restricted to changing the orientation of the page and changing the margins. The user can inspect the result of the page by a preview facility where the text is displayed to resemble its appearance in printed form. A simplistic description of the task knowledge could be specified in the LOTOS language as follows: From the task specification the canonical tester is produced automatically using the COOPER component of the LITE toolset (Mañas 1995) . The canonical tester is a LOTOS process which specifies the behaviour of a testing environment which can test the conformance of an interface to the task model above. A set of finite tests are derived manually from the canonical tester. Each is a finite sequence of steps ending with a reserved event success , which signifies successful termination. For example, the tests t1 and t2 below were produced from the canonical tester of produceInvitation. The test t1 describes a task action sequence where the user observes the preview display, sets the margins in any of the two ways supported, checks the result of this action, is satisfied by it and terminates the task. The actions satisfied and change represent user decisions and have no image on the interface model. The task action satisfied is hidden so the actual test for the interface model is:
Hiding is applied after the generation of the canonical tester for reasons pertaining to the meaning of non-determinism for conformance testing (cf. Brinksma 1989) . Tests that are produced from the canonical tester can be run against a formal specification of a user interface where task actions are mapped to interface actions by appropriate re-naming. The tests can also be tested directly against a running system. For example, t1 and t2 were tested against a proprietary word processor which does not allow the orientation to be modified in the preview model, and a later improved version of the same software, where this shortcoming has been improved. For the early version t1 succeeds and t2 is rejected. Both tests are successful with the later improved version. Formal testing of the ADC specification of the two versions of the word processor were conducted using the LOLA test-bed tool (Quemada, Pavón and Fernandez 1989) . The verdict for t1 was 'may succeed' for both versions. The verdict for t2 was 'must fail' for the early version and 'may succeed' for the second. These tests show that the early version is not conformant to the task model above while there is a positive indication for task conformance for the later version of the word processor.
Establishing a correspondence between tasks and interface specifications is a long standing aim of human-computer interaction research; consider for example the early work on Command Language Grammars by Moran (1981) . Few attempts have been made to define this relationship explicitly and at a level of abstraction that describes tasks macroscopically rather than as low level interaction tasks. The conformance relationship discussed here concerns not only the feasibility of performing a task but also the preservation of task sequencing for that task. Further, it allows explicit links to a theory of modelling user's task knowledge (Johnson 1992) .
Discussion
This paper has presented the formal specification in LOTOS of an architectural model for user interface software. An important concern throughout has been to deliver a practicable formal model which will provide analytical power to user interface designers and which will facilitate the task of formal specification. This section examines some open issues that need to be addressed and examines which further steps must be taken to enable the practical use of such formal models by practitioners in interactive system design.
The formal specification of the ADC interactor reflects the features and limitations of the LOTOS formal specification language. Specification and verification are supported by widely used general purpose tools which are evolving as a result of continuing research in formal methods. LOTOS is particularly powerful in specifying the dynamic behaviour of interactive systems, but is not equally adept at specifying state invariants or display-layout properties. It can model the lifetime of interactors for which the connections and the context of execution are specified statically in advance. However, the approach discussed does not generalise easily to an indefinite number of interactors, created and destroyed dynamically or whose configuration changes dynamically.
To enhance the practical utility of formal models of user interface software, further work is required to scale up their application and to use them cost-effectively. Markopoulos (1996) reports an extensive case study in the formal specification of an interactive system, which has had a formative role in the development of the ADC interactor model. The study suggested that while the specification of user interfaces in LOTOS is facilitated by the ADC model there is an opportunity of re-using specification components which would be greatly enhanced by appropriate tool support. The development of tool support for the formal specification of ADC interactors is the subject of on going work. An early attempt to use the ADC interactor as an implementation architecture (Graham 1997) , suggests that an architectural model can provide the link between prototyping in a programming language and formal specification and analysis. Providing tool support to bridge these two activities would greatly enhance the cost effectiveness of the formal specification.
Another important issue is that current research in the formal specification of interactive systems lacks empirical evidence as to validity of the representations proposed. Markopoulos et al (1998) report a case study which aims to validate the ADC interactor model as a design representation. The ADC interactor provides a conceptual framework for the informal specification of user interfaces. This informal specification is seen as an intermediate step towards a formal specification, but also, as a useful notation in its own right, which does not incur prohibitive formalisation costs. The case study compares the architectural description of user interface designs using the ADC model to a taskbased description in UAN (Hix and Hartson 1993) , with respect to the ability of the two notations to capture design recommendations that result from a usability evaluation. The case study results are very encouraging with respect to the coverage of design issues by the architectural description.
The validity issue concerns also the analytical use of the interactor models. Analytical results from earlier formal models of user interface software, both abstract and concrete, have been reproduced in the framework of the ADC model. It has been mentioned already that a theoretically founded formalisation of usability related properties cannot be derived from a model of the system only.
Rather, system models must be related to models of user tasks, behaviour, domain models, etc. The discussion on task conformance is an example, albeit small, of how a formal framework can help relate diverse modelling approaches with the aid of some clearly defined principles for relating the two representations.
Conclusion
An important motivation for the research reported has been to support a practical approach to the formal specification and verification of interactive systems. A key to achieve this aim is the definition of appropriate abstractions. This paper has argued that interactors are appropriate intermediatelevel abstractions which help specify generic and re-usable formalisations of user interface software.
The formal ADC interactor model forges a standard mapping of concepts of the domain to LOTOS language elements and a standard style of writing specifications relieving the specifier from decisions which are costly to resolve on a problem by problem basis. The ADC interactor model borrows concepts originating from user interface software architectures. Grounding a formal model on software architectures results in representations relevant to the concerns of a software developer which encapsulate design in re-usable specification components. This idea was demonstrated with the compositional specification of user interface software, and also, with the definition of re-usable and generic expressions of properties of an interactive system. Finally, the process algebraic specification of user interfaces and of task knowledge provides a conceptual and formal framework for articulating and validating user task knowledge requirements. In particular, a formalisation was proposed of heuristics embodied in task-based design approaches, which help base user interface design on representations of users' task knowledge.
Appendix
SOME ELEMENTS OF LOTOS
This appendix introduces a few elements of the LOTOS language. The reader is referred to (Bolognesi and Brinksma 1989 ) for a full tutorial. LOTOS is a hybrid specification language that consists of two component languages: a process algebra for the specification of the temporal ordering of the behaviour of systems and the ACT-ONE abstract data typing language. A system is described in LOTOS as a set of interacting processes which interact via gates. A simple process-definition is formulated as: The gate list specifies the formal identifiers for the gates, i.e. the interaction points through which the process may communicate with its environment. The parameter list refers to state parameters which are specified in ACT-ONE. The functionality can be designated as exit for a terminating process otherwise it is designated as noexit. Behaviour expressions specify the sequencing of interactions. The simplest behaviour expression is a process instantiation. More complex behaviour expressions are built up by the composition of process instantiations with LOTOS operators. The LOTOS operators used in this paper and their meaning are summarised in table 3.
A process may specify its participation in an interaction with an action declaration. This can be just a gate identifier if no data communication is specified. It may involve an output of some value, e.g., g!v where v is a value. A LOTOS action declaration may also take the form g?x:t ,where x is a name of a variable and t is a sort identifier indicating the domain of values over which x ranges. This corresponds to a set of possible actions for the behaviour expression. For example, g?x:integer specifies a set of actions g<v> where <v> is in the domain of the integers. Suppose processes A and B are composed in parallel over a gate g as in A|[g]|B. If A offers a value over that gate, e.g., g!true and B offers any event g?x:Boolean, then the value true is passed from A to B. Table 4 illustrates some notation for describing the transitions and traces of LOTOS processes, where s r denotes a transition from a state s to a state r which is labelled by an action µ. A simple and abstract model of a slider bar is characterised by two graphical entities: a rectangle and a point. The data type Graphics which models such basic graphical entities is extended by sliderBar, but it is not necessary to describe it below. The operations on a slider may change or return the value of the rectangle and the point. The specification of the entities displayed, like sliderBar above, may use a standard model of the display at a uniform level of abstraction for all interactors. The specification data type for the abstraction like BoundedVal in this example, may specify the domain semantics. Such specifications could be refined to increasing levels of detail without modifying the interactor specification. The data type ls_ad combines lstElements, which models a list of elements, and scrList, which models the graphical display of the list. Its signature follows by substitution from the general definition of ad. The sort of the abstraction parameter is lstel and the sort of the display parameters of the interactor is scrLst. lstElements defines an enquiry operator which(lstel) that returns the selected element of the list. scrList is associated with operation pick(scrLst,pnt) which returns an index of the displayed window (i.e. a line or icon number) given a cursor position pnt. An element selection for lstElements can be set by sel (lstel, Int) . Finally, the position of the window with respect to the list, is set by operation setstart (lstel, Int) rect(mkscrLst(r,l)) = r; rect(changeRect(sl,r)) = r; rect(changeLne(sl,l))=rect(sl); ofsort Int line(mkscrLst(r,l)) = l; line(changeRect(sl, r)) = line(sl); line(changeLne(sl,l))=l; pick(changeLne(sl, l), p)=pick(sl,p); endtype
